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ABSTRACT

The Fiber Optic Broad-band Optical Spectrometer (FOBOS) is a high-priority spectroscopic facility concept for
the W. M. Keck Observatory. Here, we provide an update on the FOBOS conceptual design. FOBOS will deploy
1800 fibers across the 20-arcminute field-of-view of the Keck II Telescope. Starbugs fiber positioners will be used
to deploy individual fibers as well as fiber-bundle arrays (integral field units, IFUs). Different combinations of
active single fibers or IFUs can be selected to carry light to one of three mounted spectrographs, each with a
600-fiber pseudoslit. Each spectrograph has four wavelength channels, enabling end-to-end instrument sensitivity
greater than 30% from 0.31-1.0 µm at a spectral resolution of R ∼ 3500. With its high fiber density on a large
telescope and modest field-of-view, FOBOS is optimized to obtain deep spectroscopy for large samples. In single-
fiber mode, it will deliver premier spectroscopic reference sets for maximizing the information (e.g., photometric
redshifts) that can be extracted from panoramic imaging surveys obtained from the forthcoming Rubin and
Roman Observatories. Its IFUs will map emission from the circumgalactic interface between forming galaxies
and the intergalactic medium at z ∼ 2–3, and lay the path for multiplexed resolved spectroscopy of high-z galaxies
aided by ground-layer and multi-object adaptive optics. In the nearby universe, its high sampling density and
combination of single-fiber and IFU modes will revolutionize our understanding of the M31 disk and bulge via
stellar populations and kinematics. Finally, with a robust and intelligent target and program allocation system,
FOBOS will be a premier facility for follow-up of rare, faint, and transient sources that can be interleaved into its
suite of observing programs. With a commitment to delivering science-ready data products, FOBOS will enable
unique and powerful combinations of focused, PI-led programs and community-driven observing campaigns that
promise major advances in cosmology, galaxy formation, time-domain astronomy, and stellar evolution.
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1. SCIENTIFIC MOTIVATION

Led by the Vera C. Rubin Observatory Legacy Survey of Space and Time (LSST)∗ and NASA-supported missions
like Euclid† and the Nancy Grace Roman Space Telescope,‡ astronomy is entering a new era of unprecedented
deep-imaging campaigns that will survey huge volumes of the universe. From the emergence of the earliest
galaxies from a baryonic “primordial soup,” through the epoch of cosmic expansion, to the evolved structure
of present-day galaxies in our own Local Group and the promise of time-domain discoveries, images from these
surveys will provide unprecedented insights into key epochs of cosmic history. As such, these surveys were ranked
as top priorities in the Astro2010 decadal survey, resulting in a significant investment of U.S. funding agencies
in their success.

Even so, the success of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) and anticipation of the Dark Energy Spectroscopic
Instrument (DESI) has made clear the scientific value of coupling panoramic imaging with intensive spectroscopic
follow-up, both in terms of new discoveries and in dramatically improving our statistical understanding of the
cosmos. But upcoming deep-imaging surveys present a challenge: At the end of the next decade, these facilities
will deliver photometric data across vast areas, 1,000 times deeper than SDSS. Yet no current U.S. facility is
capable of obtaining spectroscopic follow-up at these depths at the level required to capitalize on the
≈$4B U.S. investment in these projects. In fact, an SDSS-like spectroscopic study of 1 million galaxies at LSST
depths would require 300 years of observing on the largest telescopes with current instrumentation!

FOBOS, the Fiber-Optic Broadband Optical Spectrograph, is timed to deploy on WMKO’s Keck II Telescope§

in 2029, just as panoramic deep-imaging surveys begin reaching their target depths. FOBOS will be a premier
facility for follow-up of rare, faint, and transient sources; it will map galaxies and their environments from scales
of pc to tens of Mpc; and it will excel at providing the deep-drilling spectroscopic training sets required to
extract maximum information from the upcoming wealth of wide-field photometry. Its innovative and flexible
target-allocation system and multiplexed IFU modes provide unique capabilities for realizing major progress on
fundamental goals in cosmology, galaxy formation, transient characterization, and Local-Group archaeology.

FOBOS is envisioned as a facility-class instrument at Keck, emphasizing flexible and quickly configurable

focal-plane sampling, UV sensitivity, and a stable spectral format that supports ultra-deep integrations of >∼50

hours. Multiple observing modes are possible, including PI-led programs, survey-level campaigns, and queue-
scheduled observations. In combination, these modes will enhance overall science return by enabling human
interaction while maximizing efficiency. FOBOS’s conceptual design has been driven by four “design-reference”
science programs centered on studies of the nature of Dark Energy (§1.1), the formation of galaxies (§1.2), the
physical properties of kilonovae (§1.3), and the assembly history of the Andromeda Galaxy system (§1.4). Each
program would advance the scientific frontier anticipated at the time of FOBOS commissioning, both in terms of
direct interpretation of the observations themselves and their use in machine-learning methods that can train and
deliver physical inferences for the upcoming trove of photometric samples. We briefly describe these programs
below.

1.1 Enhancing Dark Energy Probes via Precision Cosmic Distances

Delineating cosmic expansion and the growth of structure in “Stage IV” cosmology missions like LSST, Euclid,
and Roman requires measurements of galaxy positions and gravitational shear as a function of distance over vast
cosmic volumes. For the billions of sources that will be imaged by these surveys, distances must be estimated
using photometric redshifts (photo-zs). Inaccurate photo-zs can reduce the cosmological constraining power,
while poorly characterized photo-zs can introduce significant biases in cosmological results [1, 2]. Improving

∗For the first ten years of operation, Vera C. Rubin Observatory will perform the Rubin Observatory Legacy Survey
of Space and Time (LSST). The National Science Foundation (NSF) and the US Department of Energy (DOE) are joint
partners in the Rubin Observatory Project and Operations.
†Euclid is led by the European Space Agency with significant NASA involvement and will launch in 2022. Its primary

mission is a 15,000 deg2 imaging and grism survey in optical and near-IR wavebands.
‡Previously known as the Wide Field Infrared Survey Telescope (WFIRST), the Roman Space Telescope is expected

to launch in the mid 2020’s.
§The W. M. Keck Observatory (WMKO) operates the twin 10m Keck Telescopes.
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galaxy photo-z estimates and our understanding of their uncertainties through deep, targeted spectroscopic
training and calibration samples will substantially improve the cosmology results of all of these missions and for
all cosmological probes.

Deepest 
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Required Spec-zs for 
Dark Energy

FOBOS

Figure 1: Magnitude distribution of secure spec-z samples
in existing deep fields from, e.g., DEEP2, VVDS, VIPERS,
C3R2, and zCOSMOS (green), compared with an anticipated
distribution of the LSST/Roman weak-lensing sample (blue)
[3]. Ultra-deep (50hr) exposures in the FOBOS cosmology
program are designed to obtain spec-zs for ∼15k faint galax-
ies in the hatched region, representing roughly 50% of the
weak-lensing sample of these missions and weakly constrained
by current spec-z samples. The FOBOS cosmology program
would operate over 12 independent regions to mitigate cos-
mic variance, employing a careful selection to explore the full
color-magnitude parameter space efficiently [4].

The FOBOS Cosmology Program will play a criti-
cal role by training photo-zs from sources with spec-
tral features too blue or fluxes too faint for other in-
struments, like PFS,∗ but that dominate by number
(Fig. 1). For example, Rubin Observatory will be-
gin reaching the LSST target 5σ point-source depth
of i = 26.8 (AB) in 2029. FOBOS spectroscopic
follow-up to iAB = 25.3 for extended sources will pro-
vide a well-matched training sample∗ that will increase
LSST’s dark energy figure-of-merit by 40% [5]. No
other existing or planned instrument will obtain such
a spectroscopic sample on this timescale.

1.1.1 FOBOS Cosmology Program

Over ≈130 nights, this program would observe a set
of twelve 0.1 deg2 FOBOS pointings arranged evenly
in right ascension and chosen to overlap with the
LSST, Euclid, and Roman footprints. The program
satisfies the sample size, field variance, and depth re-
quirements of existing survey designs [5] by obtain-
ing ultra-deep 50-hour integrations of ∼15,000 sources
at 24 < iAB < 25.3, a magnitude range that covers
the majority of LSST/Roman weak-lensing samples.
While near-Poisson performance with such extreme
integration times has been demonstrated with fiber
spectrographs [e.g., 6, 7], our team’s investigation of
critical design factors that enable such performance
(Bundy et al., in prep) has defined FOBOS instru-
ment requirements, including a multi-tier calibration system (§2.1.5). Accounting for expected sensitivity and
stability, our exposure-time calculator estimates a continuum S/N∼ 3.5 (i-band) for the faintest sources at these
depths, a level known to be sufficient for > 75% redshift success [e.g., 8, 9].

1.2 Mapping the Baryonic Ecosystem of Early Galaxies at All Scales

The fueling and regulation of galaxy growth during the peak formation epoch (z ∼ 2–3) is critically tied to the
turbulent and gas-rich ecosystem in which early galaxies evolve. The James Webb Space Telescope (JWST) and
upcoming extremely large (30m-class) telescopes (ELTs) will marshal powerful infrared observations to study
the stars and nebular gas at the heart of these early galaxies. But mapping the large-scale gaseous environments
and filamentary networks that fuel and ultimately regulate galaxy evolution at these redshifts requires high
multiplex absorption-line tomography and rest-frame UV spectral coverage. FOBOS enables an ambitious two-
prong approach to characterizing galaxy ecosystems on all scales: a detailed tomographic study of the cosmic
web at z > 1.5 combined with an ultra-deep IFU survey of emission from the circumgalactic medium (CGM) of
∼180 galaxies at the peak of cosmic star formation.

FOBOS’s unique UV sensitivity and IFU capabilities will deliver the first significant samples of high-z galaxies
with circumgalactic gas mapped in emission. UV sensitivity opens access to high- and intermediate-ionization
transitions, such as O VI (λrest = 1032, 1037 Å) and C IV (λrest = 1548, 1550 Å), which probe 105−6 K and 104

∗Subaru’s Prime Focus Spectrograph (PFS) commissioning in 2022.
∗(author?) [5] emphasize that photo-z “calibration” can be accomplished by cross-referencing all-sky surveys of

various low-density tracers like quasars and associated absorbers, luminous red galaxies, and emission-line galaxies.
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Figure 2: Left: Simulations of the density and temperature of the CGM at z = 2−2.5 [10]. Center: Predicted observations
of CGM emission sampled by the FOBOS IFUs, providing kinematic maps that trace gas flows using UV tracers (C IV
and O VI). Right: The FOBOS Galaxy Ecosystem Program will map these features for hundreds of galaxies sampling
a large range physical parameters. This panel shows a mock sample of program galaxies (star-forming in blue; passive
in red) in the stellar mass-star formation rate (M∗-SFR) parameter space; the example simulation shown to the left is
marked by a green star. The M∗-SFR “main sequence” [11] is shown as the underlying gray 2D histogram.

K gas, respectively. The combination of single-fiber and multiplexed IFU observations therefore allows FOBOS
to map the density and dynamical state of diffuse gas at all relevant scales from the IGM to the CGM, providing
novel constraints on the next generation of cosmological simulations.

1.2.1 FOBOS Galaxy Ecosystem Program

The two observing campaigns of the FOBOS Galaxy Ecosystem Program would link the buildup of the CGM
to the cosmic web (IGM): (1) The IGM tomography component would span a total of 6 deg2, delivering fine-
sampling and detailed follow-up of cosmic structures identified in the PFS IGM maps. With a 3-hour integration
time, the program targets over 1000 background Lyman-break galaxies per FOBOS pointing (60,000 total),
obtaining S/N ∼ 3.5 at rAB ≈ 24.6, which is sufficient for building a dense network of Ly-α absorbers associated
with targeted structures at z = 1.5–2.5 [12]. An additional ∼600 fibers per pointing will be allocated to galaxies
embedded in the cosmic web. Executing this component would require 18 nights. (2) In a joint observing scheme
with the ultra-deep exposures of the FOBOS Cosmology Program, the CGM study would use FOBOS’s unique
IFU multiplex capability (configuring one-third of FOBOS’s fiber complement into into 15 37-fiber IFUs) to
build an unprecedented sample of galaxies spanning respectively ∼ 2 and > 3 orders of magnitude in M∗ and
SFR, with maps of their CGM in emission. Each IFU will observe an on-sky diameter of 5.6 arcsec, sampling
gaseous halos in each galaxy at 5 kpc scales out to a radius of 20–25 kpc (Fig. 2). These observations require
the equivalent of 12.5 dark nights per year.

1.3 Discovery in the Time Domain

Once FOBOS goes on-sky in the late 2020s, gravitational wave detectors like LIGO,∗ Virgo and KAGRA∗ will
routinely detect ∼30 binary neutron star mergers with kilonovae (KNe) annually [13], providing the samples
needed to understand how the physical properties and nucleosynthetic yields of KNe vary with environment.
FOBOS will be crucial to obtaining rapid spectroscopy of the Lanthanide-free “blu” component of the KN light
curve, which peaks within a day post-merger at λpeak ∼ 0.35 µm (Fig. 3). When deployed as the Keck II instru-
ment, FOBOS’s always-ready IFU makes it ideal for instant target acquisition and host galaxy characterization,
all while simultaneously observing serendipitous targets of interest in the same field-of-view.

FOBOS follow-up will trigger on Rubin target-of-opportunity observations, which will search for KNe within
an hour after the gravitational wave alerts are issued [assuming the strategy proposed by 14]. For a typical

50 deg2 localization region, we expect ∼100 KN candidates with mi
<∼ 22.5, the expected KN brightness at a

sensitivity distance of 200 Mpc [15, 16]. Indeed, beyond KNe, Rubin Observatory will discover well over 1 million

∗The Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory
∗The Kamioka Gravitational Wave Detector, formerly the Large Scale Cryogenic Gravitational Wave Telescope (LCGT)
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Figure 3: Left: Model kilonova spectra [19] based on GW170817 taken 3.5 hours, 6 hours, 1 day and 2 days post-merger.
Right: Variations of “blue” kilonovae, generated by varying the energy, mass and Lanthanide fraction of kilonova models.
FOBOS’s blue sensitivity is essential to discriminate between these early-time models.

extragalactic transients annually, including thousands of currently-rare sources such as tidal-disruption events
[17], superluminous supernovae [18] and changing-look quasars. Nearly every FOBOS pointing will contain ∼5
LSST transient hosts. The FOBOS Time-Domain Program will include a large-scale environmental study of
such transients by allocating free fibers from other ongoing programs to those targets.

1.3.1 FOBOS Time-Domain Program

Via rapid follow-up of KN candidates discovered by LSST, FOBOS can undertake a systematic population study
of KNe and their environments. We expect ∼ 4 KNe to be detectable by LSST and FOBOS annually. For each
triggered event, we would target up to ∼ 50 candidates with 10-min observations per event over two nights,
nearly twice the total spectroscopic follow-up effort currently possible [20]. We would observe each candidate
with FOBOS’s central, fixed IFU to obtain a redshift and potential-host properties. If our monitoring of real-time
quick-look reductions identifies the KN, our strategy would immediately initiate deeper (∼ 1 hour) observations
to potentially capture “blue” kilonovae (Fig. 3). With four KNe annually, this FOBOS program requires 2.5
nights per year; beyond the KNe observations, many fibers would be allocated to pre-assigned transient sources.

1.4 Assembly and Evolution of Andromeda’s Disk and Satellite Galaxies

Galaxy groups like the Local Group, with two L∗ galaxies, dominate the nearby universe [21]. We expect galaxies
in such groups to share common assembly histories, and yet, the Milky Way and Andromeda galaxies appear to
have evolved in significantly divergent ways. Differences from their star-cluster populations to their dwarf-galaxy
properties remain poorly understood, limiting progress towards building a complete picture for how the Local
Group formed and evolved.

The FOBOS Andromeda Program would deploy “chemical tagging” techniques to the disk of M31, building
a sample that is both 10 times larger than previous efforts and significantly deeper. With FOBOS’s wavelength
coverage and sensitivity, we will measure precise velocities (< 1 km/s), [Fe/H] and [α/Fe] to ∼0.1 dex, individual

elemental abundances to <∼0.2 dex [Fig. 5; cf. 24], and stellar age from blue CN absorption features. Comple-

menting the upcoming wide-field (∼20 kpc at M31 distances) mapping of the M31 halo with PFS and MSE,∗

these data will provide the first clear, spatially-resolved measurements of chemodynamical trends in M31’s disk,
allowing us to address two key questions for the first time: Does M31, like the Milky Way, exhibit its own [α/Fe]
bimodality? If so, were the ancient merger histories of the two galaxies linked or largely independent?

∗The Maunakea Spectroscopic Explorer (MSE) is a concept being developed for a future telescope and instrument at
the current Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope site.
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Figure 4: A Subaru HSC image (lower right) superposed on a larger background image of M31 (credit: Adam Evans).
FOBOS pointings (white circles) span the PHAT area (magenta) and NGC 205. The Subaru-PFS FOV (green circle;
similar to MSE) and single-pointing Roman imaging footprint (blue squares) are also shown.

Figure 5: Simulated observations demonstrating FOBOS’s ability to perform “chemical tagging” in M31 and M33. Left:
Expected S/N for an i = 21.5 RGB star in M31 observed for 10hr using FOBOS, PFS, and DEIMOS. Right: Forecasted
abundance precision for these observations (filled circles), including both statistical uncertainty (σstat; predicted by the
Cramér-Rao Lower Bound) and a 0.1-dex systematic uncertainty [σsyst; cf., 22, 23]. Elements are ordered along the ordinate

by decreasing precision (limited to <∼0.3 dex) and color-coded by their primary nucleosynthetic origin. Although these
forecasts are optimistic, the indicated relative precision between instruments is robust. Direct abundance uncertainties
[22, purple squares] from DEIMOS spectra of −1.0 < [Fe/H] < −0.6 RGB stars in MW satellites with comparable S/N
to our simulations are shown for reference; their measurement precision is worse than our DEIMOS predictions primarily
because of their lower metallicity targets. We also show abundance uncertainties from LAMOST spectra of MW RGB
stars [23, yellow squares], scaled to the S/N and resolution of the proposed FOBOS observations.
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The program also includes campaigns of 500 young stellar clusters in M31’s disk [dwarfing even Milky Way
samples, 25], the dense cores of M31’s major galaxy satellites, and 10,000 RGB stars in M33’s disk. In particular,
observations of young stellar clusters capitalize on FOBOS’s blue sensitivity and IFU capabilities.

1.4.1 FOBOS Andromeda Program

The program is designed in two parts. (1) We would construct benchmark spectroscopic samples of 100,000 and
10,000 RGB stars in the disks of M31 and M33, respectively. We target six M31 pointings in the PHAT∗ region
between 5–20 kpc. Each pointing is visited 10 times, and two disk pointings beyond 20 kpc are each visited
once. In M33, we target 3 pointings, each visited twice. Each visit will target a unique set of stars with a total
integration time of 10 hours, delivering i-band S/N ≈ 40 Å−1 and ≈ 20 Å−1 at the “sweet-spot” of the RGB
(iV ega = 21.5) and a magnitude fainter, respectively. This ensures a radial-velocity precision of <1 km/s for all
targets and precise metallicity and abundance measurements, as illustrated in Fig. 5.

1.5 Breadth of Additional Science through Interleaved Programs

Beyond the scope of our design-reference key programs, FOBOS enables a broad range of observations
as a general-purpose facility spectrograph. Based on interests within our science team, a glimpse of additional
FOBOS science includes: Milky Way and M31 halo stars and stellar streams; the Milky Way bulge and globular
clusters; newly identified variable stars from cadenced LSST imaging; white dwarfs toward the faint end of
the cooling sequence; dwarf-galaxy stellar populations and dynamics; the environments and spectra of sources
producing fast-radio bursts; the structure and dynamics of Coma and Virgo galaxies using globular-cluster and
planetary nebulae (PNe) tracers; the kinematics and physical properties of gaseous winds expelled from galaxies;
2D emission-line kinematics and radial trends in stellar-population parameters from stacked spectra in galaxies
up to z ∼ 1; environmental metrics for groups and clusters at z ∼ 1–2; galaxy cluster and proto-cluster dynamics;
QSO light echos in the IGM; black-hole reverberation mapping; and the redshift calibration of LBG samples at
z = 1.5–5 for CMB lensing cross-correlation.

2. TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Table 1: Summary of FOBOS Specifications

Telescope 10-m Keck II
Patrol Field D = 20′

Total Number of Fibers 1800 (Table 2)
Single-Fiber (MOS) Aperture D = 0.8′′

Multi-IFU FOV (37 fibers) D = 5.6′′

Large IFU FOV (1657 fibers) D = 37.6′′

Spectral Range 0.31–1µm
Spectral Resolution 3500

Throughput >∼30%

Limiting Magnitude† r(AB)∼24.5
†To reach S/N∼1 in a 1hr integration.

FOBOS will simultaneously collect spectra from 1800
fibers distributed among single apertures and/or
integral-field units (IFUs) across a 20′ field. FOBOS pro-

vides deep sensitivity, with >∼30% instrument through-

put from 0.31–1.0 µm, and a spectral resolution of
R ∼ 3500 delivered by three, bench-mounted 4-channel
spectrographs (see Table 1).

The current conceptual design of all FOBOS sub-systems
are described in the following subsections and summa-
rized in Table 1. For each subsystem, we also comment
on its technical maturity and heritage, where appropri-
ate. While grounded in design heritage from previous in-
struments, FOBOS features several innovations includ-
ing a horizontal focal plane, the use of Starbugs with either single-fiber or IFU payloads that enable various
observing modes, and the use of high-efficiency fused silica etched (FSE) gratings in all spectrograph channels.

2.1 Focal-Plane Module

The focal-plane module comprises several key systems held in a rolling frame that can be pulled back and stowed,
maintaining exchangeable access of multiple instruments to the Keck II Nasmyth port (Fig. 6). FOBOS’s focal-
plane module includes the compensating lateral atmospheric dispersion compensator (CLADC), the focal plate
and Starbugs positioners, the metrology and calibration systems, and the cable wrap and tray.

∗Panchromatic Hubble Andromeda Treasury [26]
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FOBOS
FIBER-OPTIC BROADBAND OPTICAL SPECTROGRAPH
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Figure 6: Left: Rendering of FOBOS instrument systems (without thermal enclosures and electronics packages) deployed
at the Keck II Nasmyth port. Right: Zoom-in of the Focal Plane Module with the support framing removed.

2.1.1 CLADC

The FOBOS CLADC consists of three lenses and a fold mirror, working together to correct the wavelength-
dependent angular dispersion caused by the atmosphere when viewing at different zenith angles. The CLADC
concept [27] has been adopted for MSE and is under consideration for the GMT. For FOBOS, the CLADC’s
fused silica lenses have all-spherical surfaces and diameters of 1.0–1.2 meters. When FOBOS is deployed, the
first two CLADC lenses are positioned slightly (∼200 mm) inside the Nasmyth journal. The third CLADC lens
is at the telescope image plane; it has a curved rear surface to match the curved focal plane and serves as the
mounting surface for the Starbug positioners. The first and third CLADC lenses are articulated by motorized
mounts to trace simple arcs. A field rotator independently rotates the third CLADC lens to track the field angle.

Before converging to the image at the focal plate, the nearly horizontal beam is folded upwards by a 45◦

mirror before the third lens. This has the substantial benefit of providing a horizontal (i.e., gravity invariant)
surface on which the Starbugs roam (see below), but requires an additional 1.6 m of telescope focal length to
make room for the fold and focal-plane support structure. This extended focal length is made possible by a
20 mm shift of the Keck secondary mirror coupled with a slight rephasing of the primary mirror segments (by
amounts well within their range of motion) to correct wavefront aberrations to an acceptable level of ∼0.3′′. To
enable on-board internal calibrations, the fold mirror is able to rotate in the horizontal plane to face away from
the telescope and instead accept light from the calibration system.

Zemax modeling shows that the CLADC design delivers superb image quality (<0.3′′ rms diameter) across
Keck’s entire 20′-diameter unvignetted field-of-view for zenith angles as large as 60◦, over a bandpass of 350–1000
nm. The ∼6′′ amplitude of atmospheric dispersion is reduced to <0.1′′. Furthermore, the beam’s chief ray angles
match the surface normal with an average error of 0.06◦, meeting a conservative 0.1◦ requirement for negligible
geometric focal-ratio degradation. In the next phase, we will expand the design’s bandpass to 310–1000 nm;
early analysis suggests excellent performance. The CLADC is reasonably mature at this design stage, with
optical elements well within the fabrication capabilities of several optical suppliers. The mechanical structure
and actuation requirements are low-precision and low-risk.

2.1.2 Focal-Plane Sampling

Benefiting from the Starbugs technology (§2.1.3), FOBOS has the significant advantage of providing a menu of
night-time configurations that allow users to deploy single-fiber apertures (MOS mode), multi-fiber integral-field
units (Multi-IFU mode), and combinations thereof. Fiber connectors enable an exchange, performed during a
daytime procedure, between 600 MOS fibers or 15 37-fiber IFUs for each of the three spectrographs. FOBOS
also offers a single large IFU with 1657 fibers (37.6′′ diameter) that simultaneously feeds all three spectrographs.
In practice, portions of the total fiber budget will be allocated to (∼100–200) roaming sky fibers, (∼12) 7-fiber
“mini-bundles” for flux calibration, and a single 37-fiber IFU (3′′ in diameter) for rapid-response spectroscopy.
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Table 2 enumerates the five sampling configurations in the current FOBOS design (note the configuration for
combined observations of the FOBOS Cosmology and CGM Programs is given in the third row).

Table 2: FOBOS Sampling Modes†

Deployed Apertures NMOS NIFU

Large IFU 0 1
MOS 1800 0
MOS+Multi-IFU 1200 15
MOS+Multi-IFU 600 30
Multi-IFU 0 45
†Assumes 600 fibers per spectrograph
pseudo-slit; detailed apportionment of
science, sky, and flux-calibration fibers
will be studied in Preliminary Design.

Microlens fore-optics coupled to each fiber demagnify and
speed up the telescope beam from f/15 to f/5. This better
couples telescope light to the 175 µm core fiber (NA = 0.11),
minimizing losses from geometric focal-ratio degradation (FRD)
and providing a maximum effective on-sky diameter of 0.8′′ per
fiber. Our study of historical Keck seeing measurements (0.67′′

median over the past 15 years) justifies the choice of 0.8′′ as a
balance between sky noise and aperture loss. Our IFU designs
incorporate 97%-fill-factor microlens arrays coupled to fiber bun-
dles via fore-optics assemblies. By deploying different fore-optic
designs, the per-fiber collecting aperture can be reduced while
maintaining a fixed fiber core diameter and spectrograph format.
Individual apertures of 0.8′′ are optimal for our CGM IFU pro-
gram; however, other IFU programs, to be explored during Preliminary Design, may desire finer spatial sampling
of the delivered point-spread function (PSF).

We are currently prototyping microlens optics and optomechanical assemblies for lab and on-sky testing. Lab
testing of fiber throughput, output beam profiles, and stress-induced FRD has already begun at both UCO and
UCB/SSL. While we will refine prototyping and process control in our own labs, we are also pursuing commercial
options for the full-scale manufacturing of the fore-optics assemblies.
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and its short term variation stays consistent to a few percent as shown. Similar results are obtained 
for rotation tests that show less than 5 degrees scatter in angle.  

These tests, along with the data from the continuous lifetime tests shows that infrequent calibration 
is needed for successful closed-loop positioning when using the appropriate voltage and 
frequencies. 

 

Figure 27. Step size variation of a Starbug under continuous operation for a simulated lifetime of 5 years. The short term 
variation is only a few percent; overall we see no significant long term degradation of performance. Each cycle is 
approximately equivalent to the average movement required during a field configuration.  

 

Figure 28. Histogram of Starbug field configuration accuracy (blue) compared with the requirement (grey) for TAIPAN. 
Out of 334 configurations, 99% of Starbugs are within requirement (< 8 µm from target) with 97% < 6 µm from target. 

2.5.2 Positioning Accuracy 
Starbug field configuration testing and improvement of the closed-loop algorithms has been one 
of the priorities of the last year of work on the TAIPAN project. Figure 28 shows Starbug 
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Figure 7: Left: Starbugs fiber positioners depoyed with the TAIPAN instrument. Right: Distribution of closed-loop
positioning accuracy for TAIPAN Starbugs. An error of <7 µm (vertical line) would correspond to <0.01′′ for FOBOS.

2.1.3 Starbugs Robotic Positioners

FOBOS’s flexible focal plane is enabled by Starbug positioners (Fig. 7), which unlike fixed-grid zonal positioners,
can be deployed with both single-fiber and IFU payloads on the same focal plane. Starbugs not only allow for
multiple observing modes, but have multiple overlapping patrol zones and are efficient for both sparse- and
dense-field configurations. Although switching between deployed modes is currently envisioned to be a daytime
procedure, more dynamic, night-time switches will be studied in the next phase.

Starbugs are composed of two concentric cylinders with the payload (single-fiber or IFU) secured in the center.
Starbugs can be precisely rotated and “walked” across the focal plate using specific high voltage waveforms
applied to the piezo actuators of both cylinders. A vacuum seal holds the Starbugs against the plate. FOBOS’s
horizontal focal plane helps prevent Starbug adhesion loss and allows for smaller, more agile designs that are
aided by gravity to stay correctly mounted. Precision positioning is made possible by a metrology system that
uses three cameras installed in the support structure of the CLADC to image the bottom face of the focal plate
through the fold mirror. Three back-illuminated beacon fibers located in the outer ring of each Starbug allow
the system to locate and determine the orientation of each Starbug.
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Starbugs can patrol regions several arcminutes in diameter and can be placed as close as 10′′. The reconfigu-
ration time goal is 2 minutes. AAO∗ is currently testing Starbugs on-sky as part of commissioning the TAIPAN
instrument,∗ which has been delayed due to problems unrelated to Starbugs. A number of lessons-learned from
the Starbug technology development as part of the TAIPAN instrument are already incorporated into the FO-
BOS conceptual design. This experience will also inform our Preliminary Design Phase, including enhanced
instrument modularity, “slipper” ring design and materials studies, and electronics upgrades.

Starbugs assembly, verification, and test processes have been developed and refined over several years. These
tests, along with the data from continuous lifetime tests (equivalent to greater than 5 years of instrument opera-
tions), show that only minor and infrequent calibration is needed to maintain successful closed-loop positioning.
With a small step size, exquisite positioning accuracy for Starbugs has been demonstrated; positioning accu-
racy is typically better than 7 µm for TAIPAN, which is equivalent to 0.01′′ for FOBOS and well below our
requirements (Fig. 7).

2.1.4 Fiber Cabling and Stress Relief

The FOBOS fibr cables will be built following under-sea cable construction techniques; the fibers will be helically
wound to allow equal bending, have a central tensile element to prevent stretching, and have a ruggedized sheath
for protection. This type of fiber cable construction has been shown to minimize stress-induced FRD, while not
restricting the focal-plane motion systems as a result of stiffness. This method was tested and selected as the
cabling system for both PFS and DESI.

2.1.5 Systematics Control and Calibrations

FOBOS is optimized for sensitivity. We have pursued design choices with a careful eye not only on maximizing
throughput but maintaining excellent instrument stability so that exposures can be combined over many nights
to build spectroscopic depth. For the fiber system, we seek minimal stresses and motion, as well as tight
angular tolerances at the focal plane and pseudoslit. These should contribute continuum systematics at much
less than the 0.1% level (Bundy et al., in prep). For the fixed and mounted spectrographs, an enclosure provides
temperature control of ±1C and the refractive-camera designs limit ghosts and scattered light. Attention to
detectors, amplifiers, and electronics is also important. In addition, our analysis of SDSS-IV/MaNGA data
emphasizes the importance of fiber-to-fiber uniformity along the pseudoslit in order to make the instrument
response of all fibers (those dedicated to blank sky, calibration targets, or science targets) as similar as possible.

The importance of precise calibrations for FOBOS has motivated a comprehensive strategy that combines
daytime dome-screen observations with nighttime “internal” calibrations at regular intervals.∗ In the afternoon,
flat-field and arc-line exposures are first taken through the telescope of a carefully-illuminated interior dome
screen. This provides the “true” instrument flat-field and wavelength solution. Internal calibrations are then
taken by rotating the fold mirror to accept light from a “pupil-injection” system included in the focal-plane
module (Fig. 6). This secondary calibration system includes separate lamps, a structure diffuser screen, and
a 1 m diameter commercial Fresnel lens that act to mimic the telescope pupil. While not designed to be as
flat as the dome-screen observations, the secondary calibration will be stable. Reference to the simultaneous
dome-screen calibration can be used to solve for a “flat” internal calibration. At night, changes in instrument
stability owing to temperature or fiber state can be corrected through regular internal calibration exposures,
as often as hourly, depending on the observing program’s requirements. Use of the sky background through a
model of the instrument+sky+calibration response provides a final step in the calibration process. High flux
densities will be achieved with the calibration sources, enabling useful exposure times of ∼10 seconds. Thus,
internal calibrations can be completed in 2–5 minutes and automated to occur, e.g., during telescope slews, to
reduce overheads.

In most observing modes, FOBOS will deploy ∼12 7-fiber “mini-bundles” to observe Milky Way F sub-dwarfs
in the field-of-view appropriate for simultaneous spectrophotometric “flux” calibration [28]. Accounting for both

∗Australian Astronomical Optics (AAO), formerly Australian Astronomical Observatory.
∗TAIPAN, consisting of its fiber-positioning system and spectrograph, deploys 150 Starbugs on the focal plane of the

UK Schmidt Telescope at Siding Spring Observatory (NSW, AU).
∗Keck does not support dome calibrations at night.
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transparency and PSF-induced aperture losses, this method will provide a relative flux precision of 3–5% across
the FOBOS wavelength range in routine observations.

Very red arm
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Figure 8: Left: Spectrograph optical design. Right: UV channel camera design.

2.2 Spectrographs

FOBOS employs three identical spectrographs mounted adjacent to the focal-plane module on the Keck II
Nasmyth deck and fed by a short (<15 m) fiber run in order to preserve UV throughput. Each spectrograph
accepts 600 fibers with 175 µm core diameter and NA = 0.11. Fibers are glued into v-groove blocks mounted
on in-beam pseudoslits. The expanding output beam strikes a collimating mirror with Fcoll = 630 mm. A
series of dichroics divide the 140 mm diameter collimated beam into four wavelength channels with a combined,
instantaneous spectral range of 0.31–1 µm. High-efficiency fused-silica etched (FSE) gratings [29] provide mid-
channel spectral resolutions of R ∼ 3500. Each channel employs f/2.25 refractive cameras with Fcam = 315
mm using designs based on the optical prescription of the f/1.7 DESI cameras and optimized for the channel’s
bandwidth. For the bluest wavelength channel (310–415 nm), the DESI design and glass choice has been modified
for performance at these UV wavelengths (Fig. 8). Using 6k×6k CCDs with 15 µm pixels for each channel, the
demagnified diameter of a monochromatic fiber spot is sampled by 5.7 pixels. Taking advantage of the fixed
spectral format, our design makes use of anti-reflective detector coatings applied with a spatial gradient to
optimize performance at the wavelength associated with each CCD row. With on-chip binning that modestly
oversamples the monochromatic fiber spot, we expect exposures to be background limited at the blue edge of
FOBOS’s spectral range with a 10-min integration.

The spectrographs are mounted in a permanent temperature-controlled housing, providing a stable environ-
mental temperature (±1C). Heat rejection of electronics components in the dome is done through a glycol cooling
loop. Cyrogenic cooling of the science detectors will be provided by liquid N2 (LN2) or closed-cycle coolers. The
estimated end-to-end instrument throughput peaks at 60% and is greater than 30% over 95% of the combined
bandpass.

2.3 Upgrade Paths

FOBOS’s ability to easily deploy and exchange different fiber collectors on the focal plane opens exciting upgrade
paths. These include deploying fibers feeding future spectrographs, e.g., with R ∼ 20, 000 spectral resolution
or near-IR sensitivity, to the FOBOS focal plane. Another is taking advantage of ground-layer adaptive optics
(GLAO) corrections from an anticipated GLAO system at Keck II. GLAO improves depth, enables crowded source
targeting, and opens new science territory through spatially-resolved galaxies beyond z ∼ 0.5. Particularly for
the latter, we would expect to deploy an IFU mode that critically sampled the improved GLAO PSF.
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